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Do many people want to surf the Net?

NEWSED/TOR

Many SCSU students do.
To meet the demand, all the residence hall
rooms on campus have been or are going to
be connected to the Internet.
Oyer the summer, all of the residence halls
except for Benton Hall were connected to the
Internet Benton Hall should be connected in
the next few weeks. This will give all the
students who have their own computer the
option of surfing the Internet.
Randy Kolb, Academic Computer
Services director, said ACS only supplied the
software, the actual wiring of the residence
halls was contracted out
Kolb said this will be an easy system to
use. Students will be able to hookup to the
networlc in the same fashion as they would
hookup cable 1v.
"Everyone has two physical hookups in
their room," Kolb said. "H they want Internet
access they have to call the Student Housing
Office so it can be hooked up on the other
end."
Edwin Mielky, assistant director of
Stearns Hall, said residence hall students now
have options .residence hall students in the
past could not have imagined.

After SCSU makes the switch from quarters to
semesters in the fall of 1998, students will face new
generaJ education requirements. What remains to be
seen is just what those changes will be.
A plan for the new general education package was
approved by the faculty senate and submitted _to
university president Bruce Grube last week. Grube
did not approve the package, citing several areas
needing adjustment
Andrew Larkin, professor of economics and

chairperson of SCSU's general education committee,
said most of the changes are being made to core

requirements, courses that all students are required to
take.
Under the new program, students would be
required to take two new classes to graduate; a
critical thinking class and a course in democratic
citizenship. The critical thinking course would
effectively replace the current philosophy
requirement. Both new requirements are intended to
increase students' awareness ,of ethics and current
issues. .
'1'he democratic citizenship course presents an
integrated overview of society and how people fit
into it," Larkin said '1:be purpose of the course is to
Julia PtlenonlPHuro F.DTTOR
let students make educated social decisio~."

Go TO GENERAL EDUCATION, PAGE 8 •

Sophomore Denise Lutgen studies for her sociology class Sunday
afternoon on the front lawn of Shoemaker Hall. Lutgen Is majoring In
music performance and music education.

Go TO COMPllTERS, PAGE 8 •

MnSCU audit reveals financial flaws in system
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWSED/TOR

· The Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities organization was
the target of an audit by the state of
Minnesota over the summer.
The audit's findings uncovered
several financial management
problems at various technical
colleges,
ranging
from
unauthorized tUition waivers to an
unwieldy payroll system.
The audit, conducted for the
1995-% fiscal year, focused on the
transition of Minnesota's technical

colleges into the statewide system.
It examined the development of
MnSCU's new business and
accounting systems.
In 1995, the seven Minnesota
State Universities were merged
with the State's technical and .
community colleges to create one
system.
Jack Rhodes, director of
communications for MnSCU, said
the problems identified by the
audit were caused by the
magnitude of the merger and the
associated problems of instituting
the new system.

"There are inevitable bumps
and difficulties in this or any firstyear organization," he said.
Among the audit's findings was
that the MnSCU accounting and
payroll systems have not been
fully developed and are inadequate
for providing timely and accurate
financial infonnation.
To amend this problem, the
MnSCU payroll posting program
will be updated .by Nov. 30 in
order to automatically inform the
MnSCU accounting system of
payroll information.
By
December 31, all i~titutions must
have all of 1996 fiscal year's

payroll information posted to the
MnSCU accounting system.
The accounting system has and
is undergoing revision to integrate
it with the state accounting system
(MAPS)' by November 30. A data
warehouse is also planned for
storing payroll and accounting
information. It should be ready by
December 31, 1996.
MnSCU chancellor Judith
Eaton promised to correct the
faults in the system in a letter to
the State's Financial Audit
Division, and outlined plans to
correct each problem and "stress
the importance of financial

controls" in all MnSCU's
institutions.
In some cases, corrective action
has already been taken. In the the
St. Cloud area, St. Cloud
Technical College has corrected
inaccurate infonnation on monthly
federal cash transaction reports.
Rhodes said the audit was
helpful in highlighting problems
and pinpointing the areas of the
merged system that need to be
improved.
"It was a fair audit, and very
useful," he said. "We're hoping for
a follow-up audit, so we can make
sure everything is on track."
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TUESDAY
Faculty Showcase
4:30 p.m. Atwood Theatre,
AMC.

Minority Rec Night
p.m. Atwood Rec

8- 11

Center.

Volleyball
vs. University of South
Dakota at 7 p.m.

Medium
a modern rock band plays
at the Quarry, AMC, at 8
p.m. Prize drawings and
giveaways. Call 255-2205
for more information.

WEDNESDAY
Women on
Wednesday
MBeauty and the Backlash~
12-1

p.m.

South Glacier

room.AMC.

A Holocaust Story of
Love and Resistance
8 p.m. at Stephen B.
Humphrey Theatre, St.

John's University.

THURSDAY
Acoustic jam session

CAMPUS
Underage drinking
increases in St. Cloud
On two separate occasions in the past month
a total of over 80 underage drinkers have been
cited at the same house on the South Side.
According to the St. Cloud Times, more parties
involving alcohol have been broken up and more
young people have been ticketed by police than
in the past.
Local businesses serving alcohol have fared
no better. In a police sting last month, more than
53 J)Crcent of all places with liquor licenses sold
alcohol to underage clients. Some of the
establishments are not even asking for
identification. Two 17 year•olds were able to
purchase alcohol in eight of 18 businesses
licensed to sell liquor.
The problem may result in a proposed

& COMMUNITY

requirement for liquor serving establishments to
check identification on all clients that look
younger than 30. The city council may also look
at increased penalties against businesses that sell
to those under 21.

Boschwitz, Wellstone
to debate Oct 8
Rudy Boschwitz :fud Paul Wellstone will
debate for a U.S. Senate seat currently held by
Well stone from 11 :30 a.m. to I :30 p.m. Oct. 8 at
lhe St. Cloud City Hall.
Boschwitz is the Republican party candidate
while Wellstone represents the DFL in the race.
Reform Party candidace Dean Barkley will also
take part in the debate.

STATE

Abortion pill to
be approved
within the year

There is no reason to lose sleep
over a few lost hairs, especially for
those who rank incelligence above
appearance.

RU-486, the European abortion
pill, may be available in the United
states by next year. The Food and
Drug Administration said that it is
safe enough for use by American
women, although it stopped short of
giving the drug final approval. ·

Baldies were also considered
less attractive, less socially skilled
and less successful by comparison.

22-year-old fights for
open District 14 seat
A recent graduate of St. John's University is
running against the Mayor of Paynesville for the
District 14 seat left open by the departure of Jeff
Bertram.
Doug Stang has won the Republican
endorsement. His opponent, Joe Voss, is a DFl.er
from Paynesville. District 14 includes
Paynesville, Rice, Sartell, St. Joseph and
Melrose.
Stang has worked for the Minnesota senate
Agriculture and Rural Development committee
that was headed by Joe Bertram. Stang
graduated from Rocori high school in 1992 and
with a degree in government form St. John's
University.

& NATION

Male baldness
considered
smarter

Bald men are viewed as smarter
than their hairy headed constituents
by men and women alike,
according to several studies
conducted at Denison University in
Ohio.
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St. Paul school

board sues state
The St. Paul school board sued
the state in an attempt to gain more
funding for its high number of poor
students. The suit claims the state is

not providing enough funding for
teaching English.

College tuition
costs increase
Tuition takes up twice as
much from a families income as
it did in 1980 according to a new
report out Thursday. In 19')5.96
tuition costs consumed 8.9
percent of a family's overall
income. In 1980 it was only 4.5
percent. In Minnesota, tuition
averages $3, I08 a year at state
schools. . A family's average
income is $33,644 or about 9.24
percent of their overall income
which places Minnesota at the
19th highest percent of income in
the nation.

Females put on
chain-gangs
Women in Phoenix have started
working on a chain•gang under the
direction of Maricopa County
Sheriff Joe Arpaio.
"Crime knows no gender,
neither should punishment;' said
the sheriff.

Vikings improve
to4-0
In a 3()..21 upset over the Green
Bay Packers on Sunday, the
Minnesota Vikings took the lead in
the NFC Central Division with a 4-0 record.

8 p.m. at Java 2.

Anne Frank
Remembered
7 p.m. Atwood Little
Theatre.

Judd Herrmann
9 p.m. Java Joint.

SATURDAY
The U.N. Women's
Conference: One
Year Later
12:30 p.m. Centennial Hall,
room 100 LRC.
Teleconference with Hilliary
Rodham Clinton at 1 p.m.
For mor~ information call
255-49?8.

Football

23 years ago ...
Campus radio station
KVSC-FM began a
more alternative fonnat
in addition to jazz and
progressive rock. The
station operated at 1O
watts.

45 years ago ...
Admission to the
homecoming dance
cost singles 50 cents
and couples got in for
$1. The Stoop
Chamberlain Orchestra.
played for the event.

vs. South Dakota State
University 1 p.m. at Selke

Corrections

field.

• In the story on page 3 of the
Sept. 20 edition, the St. Cloud
bus
company
is
called
Metrobus.
• On page 8 of the Sept. 13
edition, the voting registration
deadline should read Oct. 12.

Mail information for the "What's
Happening~ events calendar to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall , St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498
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Summit addresses challenges of minorities
Second annual gathering informs participants of resources and guidance
by Jodi Wallin

responsibility,

Academic summiLs often do
a crowd, even on a
university campus.
The Second Annual Minority
not bring

Academic

Summit

Thursday

afternoon was no exception.
For those in attendance, it was
not only a place to be the majority
for a change, but most of what

was learned could benefit anyone.
The main point of the summit

was simply lo let students gather
basic infonnation and provide

them with the resources

10

and

getting

involved in campus life.
Luke Tripp, professor of social

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

seek

further infonnation or guidance.
Subjects of - discussion ranged
from the special challenges faced
by people of color in a university
setting to time management,
academic
and
social

science, discussed social and
academic
responsibility
specifically as it applies to
minority students.
"We have to take ourselves
and our education seriously,"
Tripp said. Using his own life as
an example, he presented the
argument that although outside

~~e

~~v:3:1o's!:rr!:~s:~::.
Tripp
stressed
discipline,
dedication 'and focus on set goals
as ways to achieve.
Tamrat Tademe, professor in
the college of education, stressed
student activism and involvement.
Participation in suppon groups
that address the specific concerns
of minorities on campus are

imponant for good meii.tal health,
Tademesaid.
"(Students) need a mutually
supponive environment
to
survive," he said.
Leaming about who we
are as people and the
meaning of our lives is
imponant,
Tade me
said. That mental health
track is one part of the
two-track course he
outlined for success in
s'chool.
1be olher track is
skill
acquisition.
Although that is the
academic challenge for
all students on campus,
Tademe's focus was on
lhe student of color. "You can not
speak the Afric;m-American
language and expect to get a job,"

he said, stressing the need to
improve communication skills.
Other speakers in the
afternoon
summit included

the imponance of money
management, and Pam Gebeke
from the Academic Leaming
Center, who spoke on study skills
and time management.
Representatives
from
Volunteer k Link, the
Hmong Club and the
Council of African
American Students were
also on hand.
The summit was
sponsored
by
the
job. "
Department of Minority
Student
Programs.
Tamra! Tadame·
Despite the low turnout,
PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION
program
director
Shahzad Ahmad is not
discouraged. Students
will hear the infonnation
Kathryn Kelly, who addressed
from students who were able to
academic requirements for SCSU;
attend and by word-of-mouth, he
Mike Uran, who gave timely
said. Last year was the first year
infonnation on financial aid and
for lhe Summit.

"You can not speak the
African-American language
and expect to get a

South African
student shares
history, hope
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

Shane Opah/ASSJSTMrr Pff(JTQ EDfTVR

Office manager Julie <;artwright and Shahzad Ahmad (director of minority student programs) work in one room of the
new minority student summit office while students socialize in the next.

Minority Student programs get space
Larger offices more accessible, better place to interact
by Jodi Wallin
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A new location with bigger offices
improved traffic flow and accessibility
for the Minority Student Programs
main office in Atwood Memorial
Center.
Since Sept. I, the main office of the
Department of Minority Student
Programs has been in AMC room 137.
While only a shift down the ha11, it has
opened up much needed space; only
displacing the camping equipment that
was once stored there.
Shahzad . Ahmad,
department
director, is very encouraged and happy
about the increased flow of traffic the
new location has generated. "More
space allows us to interact with the
students," he said. It also provides
students with a place to interact.

Near an AMC entrance, it is now
more accessible to students and
hopefully will be an attractive place
(for
students),"
}\hmad
said .
"Hopefully, it will help us (SCSU) to
recruit more minority students."
"We are doing a good job in
bringing and retaining more students of
color," he said. ''The c hallenge sti ll
femains not to recruit but lo
successfully
grad.uate
minority
students." Currently the minority
population is estimated between 3 and
5 percent of the just over 1.4,000
students who attend SCSU.
There are other programs on campus
that fal l under the department. The
Minority Academic Support Center
helps students learn the skills and
strategies needed to graduate. It is
located in the Education building room
B 121. It offers a quiet study area, a new
computer lab, class schedule assistance,

tutoring and academic counseli ng. Fred
Walker, assistant director of the
minority academic support center, is in
charge of that area.
For minority athletes, there is
Athletes for Success in the Classroom,
located in the Richard R. Green House.
Under the umbrella of the Department
9f Minority Student Programs, it offers
tutoring, help in study skills and time
management skills. Shawn Kakuk is
the contact person at 654-5392.
For a more social atmosphere,
minority students can look into the
Minority Activities Center in Al 15
AMC. The center plans social events
and co-curricular programs such as
Minority Rec Night, Chicano/Latino
Month and Asian Celebration.
The main office for the Department
of Minority Student Programs is
located in AMC 137. Call 255-2 131 for
more information.

Andile "Ace" Mbeki, a Soulh African transfer
student, addressed an assembly of over 200 people
last Wednesday in Atwood Memorial Center.
After beginning the address wilh a song, Mbeki
gave a brief history of South Africa, concentrating
primarily on lhe last century and its effects on
South African society. He spoke of lhe institution
of Apartheid by the Dutch ruling class, and
described several examples of laws aimed at
dividing and subjugating lhe black majority of the
nation.
"Blacks were given only 13 percent of the
land," Mbeki said. 'They (the ruling pany)
designed homelands to separate blacks by tribes
and to keep lhem out of the cities."
Mbeki described lhe practice of labeling blacks
not as South Africans, but as "non-whites" or
"natives." He also spoke about the educational
system under apanheid, and how it attempted to
ensure that those who went to inferior schools
would remain subm.issive·throughoul their lives.
Mbeki went on to describe the events in South
Africa that ended apanheid and culminated in the
first national elections in 1994, crediting Nelson
Mandela for his leadership and wisdom in
avoiding a more violent revolution.
Mbeki then spoke about the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, which is composed
of professionals from varied fields of study.
''The objective of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission is to promote national unity,
reconciliation, and a spirit of understanding," he
said. "It is about helping us understand the
conflicts of the past."
1be commission is divided into three separate
committees, the committee of victims, the
committee of Amnesty, and the committee of
restitution. Togelher, they strive to provide a
complete picture of the causes and nature of
human rights violations that have occurred by
recording testimony from victims and perpetrators

alike.
"The committee grants amnesty .to all who
make full disclosure of all relevant facts associated
with political objectives," Mbeki said.
According to Mbeki, South Africa is the only
country in the world that is looking at the
promotion of National unity and reconciliation.
He said the comml.ssion focuses on restoring
modem order and restoring civic and human rights
to victims.

Go TO SOUTH AFRICA, PAGE 7 •
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Bookstores maintain friendly competition
the opening weeks of each quarter, she
believes there is not room for another store.

by Riley Worth
STAFF WRITER

''That's cutting the pie too small,"
Sheldon said. She believes there needs to be
over 20,000 students enrolled at SCSU
before another store could be added.

From 1963 to 1994 the only decision that
had to be made about books for your college
classes was whether to buy them or not.

Since 1994, a decision must also be made on

Ward, who also leases a store at
Southwest State University in Marshall,
Minn., agrees with Sheldon.

where to buy them.

The mainstay for SCSU book buyers has
been the SCSU bookstore, which has been

around as long as the school has.

"Another bookstore doesn't do much in
the way of prices," Ward said. "It might
alleviate the lines at the beginning of the
quarter a little."

The off-campus option is Campus Book
and Supply, located on Division Sreet, next

to Kinko's. It is owned by College
Bookstores of America and managed by
Susan Sheldon. It is the first serious

At this time, Sheldon said she is happy
with how business has steadily increased
during the store's first three years. The
has faced during his tenure.
majority of her store's customers are juniors
Julia Peterson/PHOTO EDITOR
and seniors, mainly because freshmen
Although the two stores are in direct SCSU Bookstore and Campus Book and Supply remain friendly even though they haven't discovered its existence. The store is
comp:!tition with each other, Sheldon and· have been in competition since 1994.
planning to run a bus from the residence
Ward insist their relationship is a friendly
Sheldon also has a positive take on halls to the store during the opening weeks
one. In fact, the two claim they are in has a bigger selection of non-book items.
of winter quarter to try to increase business
contact with one another at least once a day The two businesses have one thing in competition versus monopoly.
with freshmen. No major changes are
common. Their main goal is to please
and even refer students to each other.
"I think it's a1ways gOCld to have two planned for the location or look of f:he store.
students.
stores," Sheldon said. "A monopoly could
"Sometimes, for some reason or another,
For Ward, Dusiness has been gOCld as
Ward said he doesn't mind having be wonderful. You can always say they're
we will be out of a book and we will refer
well. Despite the competition, Ward is
them to the (SCSU Bookstore)" Sheldon competition. In fact, there have been some doing there best, but I don't think you reaJly hoping his store can get a building with
positives.
know what your best is until you are
said.
challenged. Also, it helps you focus on more square footage.
"Anytime you get competition, it forces what's best for the students."
Each store has its advantages and
''We've had preliminary discussions on a
disadvantages. Campus Book and Supply you to sharpen your wits a little bit," Ward
Sheldon, who previously managed the different location with the school," Ward
has more parking and does not have to pay said. "For us, (the competition) has forced
said. "This building was supposed to be a
us
to
be
more
aggressive
in
the
used
book
bookstore
at
the
University
of
Wisconsin,
the school a certain percentage of its
said despite the lines at both stores during three-year temporary building. We've been
earnings. The on-campus store is closer and busines:S."
here for about six years, going on seven."
competition for the on-campus store Ward
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UPB names Jessica Ostman interim director
New director
hopes to bring
new perspectives

and executing campus events .

ranging from poetry readings Ip
camping trips. The board has nine
· committees. Each focuses on a

different area of programming.

In order to become more
familiar with the UPB staff, Ostman
atlended
the UPB coordinator's fall
DIVERSIONS EDITOR
retreat the weekend of Sept 13. It
was a chance to meet and do some
The search is over.
planning
with
committee
Jessica
Ostman,
assistant · coordinators. "It was so neat to see
director of residential life, was the enthusiasm at the retreat," she
recently named interim director of said.
the University Program Board.
"I have tons of ideas in my head,
Ostman is taking over the
11i:~~\1t'~m~~:\:1g!~~,
position vacii.ted by fonner interim
director Rick Haught in late July. there first," Ostman said.
Haught was filling the position in
She said she hopes to bring a
the absence of Margaret Vos, who
left to take over as director of different perspective to the
organization. "I think she's going to
AtwOOO Memorial Center.
bring a really good perspective,"
"It' ll be a good transition Jacqueline Sene, senior and UPB's
because she's already on campus vice-president of administration
and she already has working said.
relationships
with
other
"I feel like I'm coming in new,
departments," said Chris Baxter,
but I have a foundation," Ostman
graduate assistant at l.lPB.
said.
Ostman's starting date is not set,
Ostman is an alumna of SCSU.
but she will assume her new seat at
. UPB
before
Homecoming She received a degree in
engineering
festivities begin. "I'm excited to get photographic
technology with a business
in there," Ostman said.
emphasis in 1987. After attending
UPB is responsible for planning school in Wisconsin- for a short

by Sarah Tieck

~~

Shane Opatz/AsslSTIINT PHOTO EDflOR

her

Jessica Ostman, assistant director of residential life, stts in
office In carol Hall. Ostman
recently was named Interim director of the University Program Board.
time, she returned to SCSU and
earned a master's in business.
After graduating, Ostman began

working on campus as assistant
director of residential life. "I've
kind of had it from every angle,"

she said. ''I've gone from being a
student to being a graduate student
to working on·campus."
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Organization provides forum to exchange ideas
by Holli Chitwood
STAFF WRITER

Among the organizations new to campus
this year is Intellectual Discourse for the

Enhancement of Academics, a club designed
to provide a forum for the exchange of views
and ideas among faculty and students.
"IDEA is trying to increase the amount of
discourse between students and students,
professors and professors, and students and
professors," said senior Ryan Meschke, the
organization's co-founder.
According to the club's statement of

pufJX)se, this will be achieved by providing
students with the opportunity to develop and
practice critical thinking skills and effective
communication, providing a forum where

participants can receive feedback and develop
new avenues of exploration and encouraging
communication between the various
academic disciplines.
The club also · plans to sponsor
presentations by individuals of notoriety in
the greater academic community.
Simply put, the organization's goal is to
get students and professors in a situation
where they can-discuss different issues.
Meschke, along with SCSU graduate
Dylan Keiwel, came up with the idea for the
club the end of last year. They got their idea
from the Philosophy Club, which is no longer
in existence because of waning interesL They
decided to reorganize the club, making it
more accessible to people who are not
necessarily il!terested in philosophy.

The organization held its initia1 meeting
Sept. 10. Meschke said response has been
positive so far.

"Anyone can take aJl active role in this
organization because everyone takes part in
discourse everyday," Meschke said.

"The people who came will put their
energy into (the club) and are excited about
the organization,." Mf:SChke said

Senior Ryan Meschke, president and co-founder of the newly fonned IDEA Club, says Allan Bloom's book was an
inspiration to him in developing his ideas. Meschke is majoring in philosophy and English.
·

50¢ Taps!
Bring your student i.d. and receive
tap beers for 50¢ each! (limit 4)
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

All drinks

50¢ taps 7-8 p.m.
Two for
$1.75
Burger & Tap $1.75 7-8 p.m. one drinks
7-9 p.m. Windsor & Bacardi $2 7-10 p.m. 6-7 p.m.

~~
~
llth&St.Germain
St. Cl oud 252-2704

&•Restaurant

Pamper ']Gurse(j
with the most sophisticated pedicure system

Q.Nails
Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-8 p.m

Copper Corte
212 Waite Ave. S.

Call for an
appointment

Closed Sunday

202-8574

today'

COUPON

T

$3.00 off full set of nails :
(Reg. $28.00)
:

Q.Nails
Expires 10-24-96

i,

COUPON

$1.00 off fills
(Reg. $18.00)

Q.Nails
Expires 10-24-96

The agenda for next month includes a
series of discussions and debates. 1be group
will pick topics that people seem interested in
for discussion during the meetings. he said.

and the subject of free will. The club is trying
to arrange a trip to hear leading evolutionist
Stephen Gould October 2 at Macalester
College in Minneapolis.

Tentative dates are set for professors to
debate such topics as creation vs. evolution

115ofBrownHall.

IDEA meets at 2 p.m Tuesdays in room

Films:
uThis Ain't Video" International Film Series
7 p.m. Sept. 26; Oct. 3, 10, 17, 24; Nov. 7, 14
Co-sEonsored with The Department of Theatre and Film Studies

'Ann Frank Remembered" (Netherlands, 1995, Marleen Gorris)
A powerful study of the holocaust, this film won the year's Oscar for best
documentary feature.
7 p.m. Sept. 26
"Apocalypse Now". (R)
Francis Ford Coppola's masterpiece dealing with the madness of Vietnam.
7 p.m. Sept. 27, 29; 9:30 p.m. Sept. 28
"Heart of Darkness: A film-maker's Apocalypse" (R)
An excellent look at the film-making process and the problems which arose
during shooting of "Apocalypse Now."
9 p.m. Sept. 27; 7 p.m. Sept, 28; 3 p.m. Sept. 29
Atwood Theater'Admiltance with SCSU ID
Literai:y Arts: Faculty Showcase: Readings by the English department faculty
Caesarea Abartis, Heidi Howell, Steve Klepetar, Bill Meissner, Sid Parham,
Rex Veeder
4:30 p.m., Tuesday Sept 24, Atwood Theater
Special Events: College Bowl Campus Tournament
6:30 p.m. October 9, Atwood South Voyageur
Registration due in Atwood 118 by 4 p.m. Oct. 4
~ : Medium
Medium has been compared lo such bands as Dada, Hootie & the Blowfish
and Joe Cocker
8 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 24, The Quarry, Atwood Center
Bob Bovee & Gail Heil
This duo's repertoire includes square dance tunes, authentic cowboy songs,
blues, ragtime, ballads and novelty songs.
. 8 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 1, The Quarry, Atwood Center
Visual Arts: Black and White Blues: Portraits of Blues Artists. Photography by
Marc Norberg; ongoing till Oct. 11 in the Atwood Gallery.
Gallery Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

University Program Board Bringing You the World
Join UPB and be a member of one or more of our nine committees:
Concerts, Films, Literary Arts, Outings/Rec., Performing Arts, Speakers,
Special Events, Spotlight, and Visual Arts.

South Africa
'The commission will seek
record it, and make it known
to the public," Mbeki said. "It is
about a new beginning, and it is
trying to restore pride and respect
for humanity. South Africa is a
rainbow nation. It takes different
communities with different cultural
identities and different ideologies to
make a rainbow nation."
truth,
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of a socceiluf life mus/ 111dooe s~ving

future." Mbelti said. "Today, all
South Africans are prepared to
welcome visitors."
Mbeki said he looks forward to
the opportunity to speak at other
conferences and symposiums. He is
tentatively scheduled to speak in
Minneapolis on Oct 26.

dnm. fo find out how )IJU(On nelp in
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Mbeki said he chose to speak
about the Truth and Reconciliation
committee because he believes

many people in the United States
are under the impression that South
African society is much the same
now as before Apartheid. He said
he also wanted to dispel the belief

BACK TO SCHOO
.THINGS TO DO

of some that the current black
majority plans to retaliate against
the white minority for past

discrimination.
"I felt it very important to draw
the picture of how things have been
and how prepared people are

nowadays to make sure the evils of
the past do not project into the

GOOD

WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine
opportunily! RumSAS.E.:

SMART MONEY
Getting a diploma is a smart thing to
do. But paying for a college education is
not getting any easier.
TCF BANK Minnesota fsb can help.
TCF BANK offers several loan programs
for students and parents to help you get
that diploma.
Call us for more information and an
application toll-free at 800-247-1092
Ext. 8100.

V H C, SUI'rE 174
1861 N.FEDERAL HWY

Lender Code

HOLLYWOOD,FL 33020

821728 -

TCFBANK

~
(IUlllUIH

l.,tEnroll in Classes
.,tsuy Books

l~all Campus
Management!

:
~
~

I

Web Site:

http://VIPSC.com

WELCO

r --BACK

'

LENDER

.IME TO NOTICE
.
cliNic T~AT's
NdER

youn NOSE!

• Same day or neHt day seruice for
most medical needs.
Free order of cheese fries with pitcher
$2.00 A1abama S lammers

TUESDAY.
$2.50 34 oz. taps
$2.00 Colorado Bulldogs

WEDNESDAY
$3.50 pitchers
l /2 price Long Island Ice Teas

THURSDAY
$1.25 16oz. Taps $2.25 Jagermeister.
Rumpleminze. Sambuca and Goldschlager

FRIDAY

• Confidential: we respect your j)riuacy.
Also
Come meet our staff:

"Coffee on the Grounds"
Free coffee, hot chocolate and cookies
Thursday, Sept. 26
8:30 a.m. - -10:30 a.m.

$2.00 Kamis $2.50 Sex on the Beach
$1.99 Hot Wings unUI 11 p.m.

outside of

SATURDAY

HEAL TH SERU ICES
HILL HALL

$1.75 bottles $2.50 Imports 11-6 p.m.
$1.99 Hot Wings until 11 p.m.

SUNDAY
Free chilli and hot dogs
for the Vikings garnet

INFO: 255-3191

APPTS: 255-3193
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Computers
"With this they have access right from
their room," Mielky said. 'They have total
access to the Internet and electronic mail."
The residence hall connection system will
offer two hookups in every room.
"It is very convenient with two hookups,"
Mielky said. "You can use the computer with
out tying up your phone line. The students
would still be able to receive and make phone
calls."

There are currently about 250 students on
the system. The original goal was to get
around 500 students on-line campus-wide.
The students currently on the system seem
to be pleased with it, Mielky said.
"So far I have heard nothing but positive
responses," Mielky said. 'They seem to really
enjoy the convenience. There is no set hours,
like in the computer lab. When ever they want
to be on-line it is up to them (the student)."
'fhe new residence hall connection system
is jµ5t some of the new technology that is
beiri.g offered to SCSU students.
Kolb said the mission of ACS is to offer
the , best equipment to the most people
possible.
"Our overall mission is to support the
instructional use of computers," Kolb said.
'That mission has kind of blossomed a bit.
We are responsible for coming up with plans
to ensure we have proper facilities."
Keith Ewing, Leaming Recourses Center
employee, said the library is constantly
receiving new technology and upgrading its
older equipment.
Last year, the library added the
lnforMedia Arcade. The arcade is located on

General education

PAGE 1
the second floor and includes ten computers.
Of the machines, several are IBM and several
are Macintosh. These computers are mainly
meant for graphic design, but are currently
being used for web browsing and the creation
of home pages.
Ewing said much of the information the
library has to offer can be accessed through
the network.
"Any student on campus can access the
Encyclopedia Brittanica," Ewing said. "They
can also access the John Hopkins University
Academic Journals and the PALS network. At
this time this is all free. A group from
Minneai,olis is paying for it at this time, but
we might have to start picking up the cost if
students don't start using it more."
Ewing said more is being planned for the
near future.
"Buy the end of this year of early next
year students will have (World Wide Web)
atcess to the CD-ROMs and all of its printed
articles," Ewing said.
Ewing also teaches a class to graduate
students called Computer Information
Access. He said in this class he requires that
all of his students do their work on the
network.
"I have my students do all their work
eleclronically," Ewing said. "Part of that
process is delivery, students should have the
production possibilities on campus to do just
that."
To access any of the library's information,
students can dial the LRS home page. The
address is http://lrs.st.cloud.msus.edu.

The proposed changes in the program will
affect severaJ other departments as well. The
proposed package would combine the two
current required English courses into one and
would require students to take an advanced
writing class that meets certain standards.
Those standards have ye~ to be determined.
Another area the committee has examined
is students' ability to waive certain classes, or
"double-count" them. An engineering or
physics major currently does not need to take
the basic mathematics requirement since the
major requires advanced math courses.
"When we double-count courses, it
reduces the cost to the· student and the state,"
Larkin said. "Right now, it's up to the
department whether or not they let students
waive a given course."
· The distribution areas of the curriculum,
thos_e requiring students to choose from
several courses in a certain area, such as
social and behavioral sciences or
hu'!1~nities/fine arts, are also undergoing
revision.
Lin Holder, associate vice president of
academic affairs, said this is because the
present system has become overly
cumbersome from years of adding and
redistributing courses into certain areas.
'The president is asking the committee to
redesign the distribution areas in order to
simplify them," Holder said. • ~ current
system is sometimes too confusing."

PAGE 1

One of the most drastic changes being
proposed to the curriculum is in its size.
Despite the addition of the two new core
classes, the program would consist of only 43
semester credits. 1be current program. is 70
quarter credits. which translates into about 52
semester credits.
Larkin said the decrease comes from the
elimination of the genera] education electives,
and has been a source of resistance to the new
proposal.
"Whenever we change, some people will
see it as gaining something and some will
think we're losing ·something," he said.
'That's why we're looking at the new
program very carefully to ensure the quality
of education for all students here."
Jim Pehler, president of the SCSU faculty
association, said the exact details of the new
general education package will be
reexamined by the committee and discussed
at the faculty's "meet and confer'' meetings
before being resubmitted to the president for
approval.
"Our response to that [the president's
recommendations]
will
entail
the
recommendations of the general education
committee and the faculty senate," Pehler
said. 'The whole idea is to make sure we' ve
got a tight genera] education program."

READ. REACT. WRITE
ADVl;RTISE

255-4086

l-li;RE!

255-4086

Taste The Freshest Beer In Town!

Grand Re-Opening,September 25-29~
T hough Prohibition was
repealed in 1933, the art of
handcrafted brewing was
lost in this area. Until now.

Gavi n. "O nce people taste a specialty brew,
bottled and can ned beer j ust isn't good
enough. "

Microbrewe<l beers are

designed lo have much more flavor than

O'H ara"s is reviving a tradition thought

beers produced hy the big national brewing

lost over 75 years ago! O'Hara's is brewing

compan ies. While the" big brands often use

beer on premises. From start to finish.

fillers such as corn and rice, these beers

From wain to ~lass.

are brewed usin~ lOO percent malted

No bottles, no

Come experience
the new fun brewing at
O'Hara'S, and the reawakening of this

ca ns. Simply fresh, flavorful beer flowing

grains.

"Small,
handcrafted brews have
become the rage all across the

area's fine tradition of brewing beer.

straight from the tap.

country.'" says 0'1-lara"s Head Brewer Jeff

Grand Re-Opening Gimwaijs. Specials and Events!
• Happy Hour Sp"ecials Wednesday
.. through Saturday from 4 pm to 9 pm \\ith
Giveaw?ys every IO iniuutes _from 9 pm to close!
•

A

GREAT

Grand Prize trip to:
The Hard Rock Casino & Hotel
and the Holy Cow Brewery
in Las Vegas, Nevada!

'

PLACE

TO

SHOW

YOUR

MUG

~binmrD ·rrm•. n 1r 1
0
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Soccer team picks up first victory
by Brian Wierima
$TAFF WRITER

The SCSU women's soccer team kicked off
the first SCSU 1nvitational this weekend by
taking second place in the tournament.
The Huskies clinched second place by
defeating University of Mary of Bismarck,
N.D., 5-2 on Sunday. The Huskies' weekend
record was 1-1 with a loss to Missouri-St. Louis
Saturday.
St. Louis received the first place trophy,
·while Mankato State took third and the

University of Mary finished fourth.
The combination of sophomore midfielder,
Jen DeMers and sophomore forward Christina
Acischer proved to be lethal for the Marauders.
The duo scored a combined four goals for

scsu.

The Huskies jumped out quickly to a 2-0
lead. DeMers got the first of her two goals at the
16:02 mark. Freshman forward Ann Hultgren
tallied the next Husky goal soon after at the
26:43 mark.
Fleischer got the first of her two goals with
an assist from Hultgren at the 68:20 mark for a
3-0 Husky lead. University of Mary sophomore
Kate Theisz, kicked in a penalty kick to get the
Marauders on the board.
DeMers and Fleischer each added a goaJ for
a 5-1 Husky lead. University of Mary
sophomore Amber Millner added the
Marauders' final goal. DeMers said the win and
Huskies' good play could be a possible slump-buster.
"It was a positive note and hopefully it gets
us out of the rut we were in," DeMers said. "We
played very well as a team."
Fleischer said the team has been waiting for
this victory for a while and the team's fortunes
will get better.
"We know we can get the ball in the net,"
Fleischer said. "I think we'll win some games
now. It all starts here."
Coach Shelle Lamie said the win is a
confidence builder. She said their defense is
getting better.
"We were a lot more composed than we have
been (lately)," Lamie said. "We communicated
and settled down and played our game."
St. Louis captured first place by beating
Mankato State 6-3 earlier on Sunday.
Saturday's game pitted the Huskies against
St. Louis. The Riverwomeri were too tough for
SCSU, winning a close defensive battle 1-0.

Shane Opatz/Ass1swrr PHaro EDrroR

SCSU goalkeeper Alyssa Halverson makes a save Saturday against the University of Missouri - St Louis during the
SCSU lnvltational soccer tournament. The Huskies lost to St. Louis 1-0.
The Huskies' offensive slump was still
prevalent in the loss to St. Louis. SCSU head
coach Lamie said the team did have their
scoring opportunities, but SCSU hasn't had
any breaks go their way yet.
"We're getting too much into boot ball.
We just don't have any luck with us right
now," Lamie said. "We're shooting but
they're not falling."
The Huskies had 21 shots on goal with no
goals. St. Louis' Cindy Marino scored the

only goal of the game at the 36: 16 minute
mark.
Lamie said the Huskies' defense looked a
bit better, but she believes the team could
play better. "We're still not communicating,
but we're playing a little better," she said.
Sophomore goalkeeper Alyssa Halverson
had a busy day with 13 saves for the
Huskies.
'"They were a good team and I'm glad we
played well," she said.

In other action Saturday, Mankato State
defeated University of Mary 3-0.
University of Mary head coach, Paul
Stubbs, was pleased how the tournament was
run.

"We had a great time. Everything started
on time and (the games) had great
officiating," he said. .
SCSU (1-6) will travel to Northeast
Missouri State University Sept 28 for their
next game.

One year late0 Bison return Javor in NCC opener
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

It may have been a year in the waiting, but
the North Dakota State University football·
team finally got revenge for the way SCSU
erased 14 years of history.
The Huskies opened their conference
schedule against NDSU last season by
handing the thundering herd its first shutout
in 14 seasons by the score of 34·0.
This season, the Huskies were on the
receiving end of a 34--0 blasting as the Bison
opened the North Central Conference season
in impressive fashion.
'That wasn't the way we wanted to start,
junior linebacker Jeremy Sinz said. 'They
beat us and there are no excuses for our
perfonnance."
·
NDSU gathered 473 yards on the ground
and 531 yards of totaJ offense.
'That was extremely frustrating," Sinz
said. "Any time a team runs like that you're

not happy. We just didn 't execute."
The Huskies were led by Randy Martin on
the offensive end as the senior running back
garnered 90 yards oil the ground. Senior
qllarterback Tocld Bouman was 8-19 for 113
yards and one interception.
'Their offense controlled the ball so well,"
head coach Noel Martin said. "We just didn't
get the ball or we weren't consistent when we
had it."
The Huskies had enough to worry about
with the Bison on top of their game, but they
also had to worry about a homecoming crowd
· at the FargoDome in Fargo, N.D.
"It was a very tough environment to play
in," Noel Martin said. "There were around
19,000 people in there. We tried to do the best
we could to shut that out but I'm sure it
effected us."
SCSU held the Bison scoreless in the first
quarter, but NDSU erupted for 20 points
before the break.
''Our offense had the ball for a bit early,

but then things started clicking for them,"
Noel Martin said. "After that happened, they
had a big day."
Bison running back Jake Morris
scampered in for two touchdowns early in the
second stanza, and quarterback Rob Hyland
ran in from 12 yards out with only I :59 lift in
the first half.
"We knew we had to regroup at halftime
anyway and that (last touchdown) didn't
help," Sinz said. "A good defense will bounce
back, but that touchdown really hurt."
In the second lialf, the only Husky lapse
came in the fourth quarter when Hyland hit
split end Tim Strehlow for a 40--yard
touchdown bomb.
"In the second haJf we played a lot better
on the defensive end," Noel Martin said. "We
were just trying to keep our heads above
water. The only problem was when they got
the one long bomb."
The SCSU • offense was shaky all
afternoon, playing inconsistently when they

did get the ball, Noel Mart.in said.
"We had two big opportunities for big
plays and we just overthrew them," he said.
"If we get one of those, who knows."
The Huslcics had some injury problems.
Junior linebacker Jim Louis suffered a
possible hip contusion, John DesRoches,
another junior linebacker left the game with a
possible concussion and senior free safety
Greg Gronski hurt his left knee.
"We got banged around pretty good,"
Noel Martin said. "It was a tough, hard game
like it always is between these two teams and
they just ·got the best of us in that respect."'
The Huskies host ·South Dakota State
University this weekend in SCSU's home
opener.
"We know we have to regroup and keep
getting better,"_ Noel Martin said. "It's a bad
start, but we're a good football team and we'll
bounce back."
Kickoff time has been changed from I
p.m. to noon at Selke Field'.
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Difficult to spell, but
more difficult to stop
Hot-hitting senior has jumped into a leadership role
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

It may be hard 10 pronounce
and hard to spell, bul SCSU
volleyball opponents are getting
all too familiar with the name
"Selbitschka".

Outside
hitter
Cami
Selbitschka (pronounced Sellbits-ka) now in her senior season
with the SCSU volleyball squad,

recently passed Fonner Husky
volleyball standouts Swen

Minnema and Sheri Mandell for
third place on the all-time career

kills list at SCSU with 1,247.
The senior hitter is also the

all-time leader in digs in SCSU
histocy with 959 after picking up
25 against South Dakota State
University Saturday and 28

Friday against
College.

Augustana

Selbitschka, 21, a native of

Roseville, Minn., gnlduated in
1993 from Concordia Academy
High School along with Husky
teammate Sarah Strohschein.
Last season Selbitschka was
named to the all-North Central
Conference first team and
already this season has been
named the NCC Player of the
Week and the American
Volleyball Coaches Assosciation
Player of the Week.
Despite her success on the
volleyball court, Selbitschka
said it was a shllggle to get to
where she is·at now.
"My freshman year, I almost
thought about quitting school,"

Selbitschka said. "Volleyball
wasn't very fun and the team I
was on my first year didn't really
care how they did and never had
any team goals so it was hard to
be excited about volleyball."
Selbitschka said one of the
turning points of her volleyball
career was a game at the
Northern Michigan Invitational
her freshman year when SCSU
head coach Dianne Glowatzkc
kept her in the game after
Selbitschka requested to come
out.
"I was so scared coming in as
a freshman, and at the time, I
was going through a IOI of
personal problems," Selbitschka
said. "I wanted to come out Of
that game so bad, but
(Glowatzke) kept me out there.
"It made me feel good as a
player that the coach showed
that much confidence in me.
especially as a freshman."
Glowatzke said that she has
seen a big change in Selbitschka
since her first couple of years.
"When Cami first came here,
she wasn't sure if she was going
to stay in school," Glowatzke
said. "Right around her junior
and senior year, things began to
change and she then started to
take the leadership role and now
she's doing a good job of
mentoring some of the younger
players."
With all of the attention
Selbitschka is receiving this
season, she said that it is nice to
be recognized, but that added

stress on her to perform up to her
level of play.
"It's hard for me because I
was never big on attention,"
Selbitschka said. "It makes it
hard for me to play at times,
because I put so much self-stress
on myself to live up to those
expectations and it makes the
game nOI as fun."
Away from the game of
volleyball,
Selbitschka is
working on her degree in Mass
Communications in Advertising.
She 111so has a part-time job,
and is involved with groups such
as "Play with the Huskies"
which is sponsored by the Nike
Kid Stop, and works in the
spring with the Team Council for
School.
"I like to work." Selbitschka
said. "During the volleyball
season it's hard because I am
pressed for time, but after I
finish school I would like to be a
firefighter because I think it
would be an excitingjob."
Glowatzke said that having
great players such as Minnema
and Selbitschka, ii makes it that
much more difficult to I~ them
to graduation.
"Whenever you get a person
as dynamic as Swen.and Cami, ii
makes it that more difficult to
replace them," Glowatzke said.
"Losing Cami after this season, I
don't know who could step up
into that role for us, so it hurts
when you lose a player like
that."

Selbitschka said that despite

LM1as Johnson/STAFF PH<JTOG/IJ,PHER

Senior Cami Selbitschka (No. 12) has been on a spiking spree lately,
moving up to third on the all-time kills list with 1;J.47. The senior from
Roseville, Minn., is also the al~time digs leader at SCSU with 959.
all the attention she is getting, her main
focus is still on the team.
'1 think the team feels if I get
recognition, the whole team is getting
recognition as well," Selbitschka said. "I
feel we have a pretty good team and
hopefully we can ~et back to the Elite

Eight Tournament at the end of the
year."
With her desire to succeed and the
success she is having on the volleyball
court, there is no question that people
are becoming more aware of the name
Selbitschka.
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PIERCING
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T-he area's most complete
selection of bikes, parts,
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North Dakota State .

1-0 ... .......}-0
1--0 .•........3-()
1-0 .... 2-0

South Dakooi State..
Mankato Stare..

1-0
1-0

South Dakota

Nebraska-Omaha

0-1
North Dakota
0-1 .
St. Cloud State ••••••••• 0-1 ..•..•.... 1.2
AugU5tana

Morningside .

........ .. 0-1 .... ...... 1-2

. .... 0-l

5e1Ynlay 'itht 14 Rernlls
Nonh Dakoca State 34, St. Cloud State O
Northern ColorJdo 21, North O.ikota 6
South Dakota Slate 27, Augwuna 14
Mankato Slalc 16, Nebraska-Omaha 15
SouthDakota42, Momingside6

NORTH DAKOTA STATE 34, HUSKJES 0
scsu ....................0 0 0 0-0

NDSU

.0

20 7

--

7 - 34

SCORING-First Quarter

NDSIJ-Morris4run,(Kelleykick),6:59.
NDSU-Hyland 12 run (kick fail), 1:59.
ThlnlQ,antt

Rushing: SCSU-Manin, 22-s(l, Bouman,
7-29; NDSLI-Scott, l8-IS4, Morris, 15--133,
Hyland, 14-76, Feeney, 12·52.
Recefving,SCSU-Mci(inrn:y,
5·53,
Flanigan, 1-49;M.utin2-ll;NDSlJ--Attt, l·
18, Slrehlow, 1-40.

NDSU-Fee!K}' 2 run (Kelley kick),

10:19.
FourthQ,antt

Aces,SelbilSChka,3;Nawataya2
Asslsts:Modean,63.

Cloud State. 307,

Dig<l:Selbit5Chka, 16; Geyen 15.

Johnson,

HUSKIES 3, SOUl1t DAKOI'A STATE 2
SDSU .
17 IS 9 9 13
SCSU
.16 11 IS 15 IS

5Ptuafav kP& 21 Sc:kt4Mk

NDSU-Sl:rehlow ,fo pas.s from Hyland
(Kelley kick), 8:15
UMO-Anderson 21 pass to Bonine (pass

fail),0:21.
TEAMSTATS-

SCSU UMD
Firnldowns..
. 14
28
Rusht:s/rushyard5 ............. 32/143 71/473
Passingyards
...... 113
58
Totildferu;e ....... ,............. 256
531
P<::nakies/yaids ................. .4/}i 19/67

Fumbl~ost·
Punts/Avg..
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No scoring.

NDSU-Morris 5 n.m (K~lley kick), 14:11

"""'""""

NonhrmColorado.

UNIVERS11Y Chronicle

...... VO
.. .. 6/}u

2/0
6/43.3

INDIVIDUAL STATS-Passing: SCSU-Bouman, S-19--1-113;
NDSU-fe!(:ney, 1-4-0--18, Hyland, 1-4--0-

40

Spikers split
weekend pair
by Rob LaP/ante
STAFF WRITER

As ugly as things appeared, things could have been a lot
worse in the SCSU volleyba11 home opener last weekend.
The Huskies' (10-4 overall, 2-1 North Central
Conference) came into weekend play ranked lltli in the
American Volleyball Coaches Association poll but dropped
Friday night's match in five sets to the Augustana College
Voongs 15-13. 7-15. 15-10. 12-15, 11-15.
SCSU's on-again/off-again attack was not good enough
to outlast the Vikings, who came into weekend play ranked
10th in theAVCAcoachespoll.

~!f1~·~= ;~s~s!:o:~~:1\= ~

Selbitschka, who led the Huskies' with 28 kills. "We just
need to regroup and come back tommorow night as a whole
new team."
After dropping the second set 7-15, SCSU was in
danger of dropping the third set after fa1ling behind 3-10.
1be Huskies scored twelve unanswered points to take the
set but could not finish off Augustana as they escaped with
the last two sets.
SCSU Senior middle hitter Courtney Powers had 18
kills and senior setter Heather Modean racked up 63 more
set-assists in the losing cause.
''We should have won and we know it," Powers said.
"We just missed a lot of serves and didn't play together as
a team."
The Vikings were led by senior outside hitter Ann
Sieckert (28 kills, 20 digs). ,
"SCSU has a good team and they played well," said
Augustana head coach Kim Sudbeck. "Every year teams
change and (SCSU) had a whole different look to it then
last year, and we were just fortunate to come out on top."
SCSU came out flat again Saturday, and after dropping
the first two sets were in danger of getting swept on their
home court.
"During the break between the second and third sets, we
talked about what we needed to do to get back on track,"
said SCSU head coach Dianne Glowatzke.
The Huskies came out in the third set with the fans,
players, and the band on their side and SCSU rallied to take
the next two sets by identical scores of 15-9 forcing a fifth

South Dakota Seate al St. Cloud Stale, • Kills: Selbitschka, 30; Powers 25; Geyen, 13.
noon.
· Blocks: Geyen, 10 ace blocks; ~ 9
Nmthem Colorado at Sooth Dakooi, 2
aces.
p .m.
August.Ina at North Dakota, 2 p.m
Morningside at Mankato Sbte, I p.m
Nebraska-Omaha at North Daken Sbte, 7
pm

~
AUGUSTANA 3, HUSKIES 2
AC .............................. 13 15 10 IS 15
1 15 12 11

scsu,_ _ _ _ 15

Kllls:Selbitschka, 28;Po~ers,l8.
8Jocks:Pellman,3solo,Sblockassi.srs

Accs:Strohschein.2;Modean,2
Assists: Modean 76.
Digs: Se!bitochka, 25; Viger, 22; Modean 20.
RECORDS: SCSU 104 overaU, 2-1 NCC

kPtl◄
~

5PM-dat

MEN'S RFSULTS
Team totals, l . UW-Stevens Point, 28; 2
Mankato Sbte, 35; 3. St Olaf, 95; 4.
Hamline, 158; 5. St. Jottn·s 184: 12. St.

Top iodlvidual flnlshtt5: I . Chad
UW-SteveruPoiru,25:52;2.Joey
Keillor, Mankato Stace, 25:55; 3. Chad
Chei.stan.5en, UW•Stcvens Poiru, 26:18; 4
EricBeigman,St. Olaf,26:27;5. Kurt Keiser,
MankatoState,26:28.
SCSU floishus, 18. Gfl!"g Sorenson,
27:03; 52. Ryan Przybil!a, 28:26; 55. Billy
Potts, 28:27; 90. Dan Hall, 30:00; 92. Tom
Newman, 30:08.

WOMEN'S RESULTS
Team totals: 1. St. Olaf, 61; 2(~). UW·
LlCrossc , 87; 2{cic). Minnesota JV, 87; 4.

Luther, 108; 5. Mac:aleSler, i<,6; 9. St. <:JolK1
State, 271.
Top individual Onishcn: L Tufl!"na
Johnson, Luther, 18:12; 2. Sarah Anderson,
UW-SUperior, 18:41; 3. Sar.th flushinski,
UW-LlCroosc, 19:07; 4. Ann Leigton, St
Olaf.19:ll;S.JaynMathieu,St.Olaf,19:14
SQiU finis~: 3S. Janell Krie:;cl. 20:43;
41.MeganHasek:y,20,~;46.lindsayJerke,
20:57; 48. Ruth Fagerland, 20:59; 63.
Amanda Ne:sse,21:23

you're young,
inexperienced and dont
even have a degree.
We think youre ready
to be a leader.

set.

"It's a team sport, and the fans really helped us rally
towards the end," said Modean, who set a new SCSU game
high with 76 set-assists. "The crowd can play a big role and
the people cheering us on really helped us down the
stretch."
The Huskies took the fiflh and deciding set 15-13 on
Selbitschka's 30th kill.
"I think a1I across the league, teams go through mental
struggles in trying to put away last shots," Selbitschka said.
"So far we have been struggling on putting teams away, but
everyone takes it upon themselves to want the last ball."
Glowatzke credited the fans and the sports band for
sparking the Huskies in the come-from-behirid rally.
''The atmosphere was great this weekend," Glowatzke
said. ''The sports band has really helped us a lol and really
gives us a home court advanlage."
Tonight the H.usl<les will host the University of South
Dakota in Halenbeck Hall at 7 p.m.

When you get involved with Do Something, you'll be helping to build your
community. You can get involved in existing programs, or start your own with
a Do Something Grant. For more information:go to the Internet community
festival. http://www .webstock96.com and basically. do something good.

Vi<a ,uppor" Do Somcthing. -

•
http:/Jwww.visa.com
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WELCOME BACK
SCSU STUDENTS!!

Student
Ticket
PoliClJ
for

scsu

Husky Athletics is looking forward to
an exciting year in sports and want
you to join us!

Thanks to your support, SCSU
students are allowed to enjoy all men's
and women's home Husky sporting
events, free of charge, with a validated
student I.D.

Just present your I.D. at the door and
you will be admitted to the event.

Athletic
£vents ,n
1996-9.7
•

In the case of the University of
Minnesota hockey games, students
are asked to present their I.D.
beginning at 3 pm on the Monday
afternoon , (Nov. 18 and Jan . 6) two
weeks prior to the Minnesota series, at
the National Hockey Center ncket
Office to receive a ticket.

S££ YOU
AT TH£

GAME!!

Tuesday, September 24, 1996
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Art profesn-s display their creative talents
by Michelle Wallin
STAFF WRITER

For three more weeks, the

creations of SCSU's art professors
will be on display in Kiehle Gallery.
Projects from ten art faculty
members are currently on display in
the Kiehle Gallery, located in the
Kiehle Visual Arts Center. The

exhibit will run until Oct 11.
Joe Aiken, professor of art, said
the faculty show seems full of
conceptually driven pieces. He
explained that most of the artists
seemed to be working from an idea
rather than only creating something
that is aesthetically pleasing.
Aiken's display is entitled
"Gateless Gate." A book of the
same name was written in the 13th
century. Like the titJe, the project is
a sort of riddle, Aiken said.
Through the use of hardware he
found laying around the building,
Aiken used' his knowledge of the
formal qualities of sculpture to
build his project. Those qualities
included symmetry, asymmetry and
contrast. Transition is another idea
he used _for the project, Aiken said.
He said it was different working
with metal because he usually
works with wood.
"It was a kind of challenge," he
added. Aiken said he had fun
building the display. He was
allotted a certain space in the
gallery to build it, and once it is
taken down, it will take a different
form if it is built again.

Bill Gorcica, professor of• art,
said he feels the faculty show has
pulled together nicely. "It's excit_ing
for me because I never saw any of
the work by these people before,"
he explained, noting this is his first
year of teaching at SC,SU.
Gorcica enjoys professor Ted
Sherarts' traffic video and

by Monica Erion
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Sit back, relax and listen as six
professors take turns displaying
their reading and creative writing
skills during a faculty showcase.
The UPB Literary Arts
Committee is presenting the
showcase -featuring readings by
published English professors
Caesarea Abartis, Heidi Howell,
Steve Klepetar, Bill Meissner, Sid
Parham and Rex Veeder. The
readings begin at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday

photographs
because
traffic,
although mundane, is a part of St.

Herseriesofsmalldrawingsand
mixed-media collages deal with

Cloud history. He is also drawn to

cultural identity, how one places

professor • Marina Kuchinski's
untitled piece with clay ha'nds

oneself in w~thin their cultural
environment, she said.

resting atop a rolling chair. He said
he liked the · way

her piece

suggested movement
· Gorcica is displaying part of a
project that was featured at the
Soho Gallery in Manhattan last
May. His setup includes a sixminute video he created through a
computer, Transfonnations of a
Rabbit Mold, as well as computer
printouts of still images from the
video.
Rabbits
made
of
flour/water/paper and bronze are
also at the show.

Her drawings are specific
towards human health or lack of
health. "I am commenting on the
'authority' to dissect and analyze

the body as an object, Lois-Boni
said.

own," she said. "We all have our
own way of looking at the world. '

In her collage, "Aid," she uses
the notion of helping the human
body, she said.
·

The final segment exploring the
artists and works. included in the
Faculty Show will be featured in an
upcoming issue of the University
Chronicle"

Lois-Borzi lauded the faculty
show for its diverse approaches to
fine art. "Everything is uniquely its

"I wanted to make some kind of
project that was accessible to the
general public," Gorcica said. He
said he believes most people have
had some expe"rience relating to the
rabbit mold and will bring their
own experiences to the project. For
example, he said, some chocolate
rabbits resemble the mold.
Gorcica purchased his antique,
cast iron rabbit mold years ago at a
Salvation Anny thrift store in New
Jersey for $3, he said. To him, the
rabbit mold is a symbol of personal
movement because it was the first
thing out of a box when he moved
from New Jersey to Virginia.
Gorcica thinks "multiplication"
is a prevalent theme in his project.
Computers and rabbit molds arc
known for their ability to reproduce
images; and rabbits - the animals
- are known to multiply at a high
rate, he said.
Sound effects were added to the
video to add an element of surprise.
At the Manhattan gallery, the sound
effects helped to attract viewers,
Gorcica said.
Ana Lois-Borzi, professor of art,
is also new to SCSU this year. She
is teaching drawing and painting
this quarter.

Kristine WhiteJSrAFF PHUTOGRAPHF.R.

"Gateless Gate" Is the title of Art professor Joe Aiken's mixed-media/metal/found object
installation. It was inspired by his longtime passion for BUlldhlsm and particularly by the book
"Zen Flesh, Zen Bones." He calls the piece "a riddle" of sorts and the exhibit Is accompanied by
JOUnds recorded on cassette tape by his son.

in Atwood Little Theatre and are
Each of the professors will read
followed by a reception.
for eight to 10 minutes from various
This is the first time UPB has works including poetry and short
presented this type of showcase. fiction. Students will have the
Toshi Schwerdtfeger, UPB assistant . opportunity to evaluate the writing
director, said there are some quality of members of the English
excellent literary artists on campus. department, said Meissner, director
She hopes for a good turnout for the of the creative writing minor in the
hour-long event
English department..
"Usually teachers are looked at
as teachers, not as artists. We
thought we would like to have this
to show them as literary artists,"
Schwerdtfeger said.
·

"We basically want to let
students see the various talents and
what the faculty ·in the English
department writes about," Meissner
explained.
In the past, readings have been

done independently by professors,
but never in a group setting.
Meissner said past readings have
been well attended and he hopes for
the same type of turnout for the
1
showcase.

Literary Arts Committee is
soliciting student entries for spooky
stories. The readings will be
presented on Oct 31 at the HillCase Hall Haunted House.
Deadline for entries is Oct. 17.
The Faculty Showcase reading
Parham, who teaches play
writing, said tie would not 1 be is' from 4:30 until 5:30 p.m, on
reading a play for the presentation. Tuesday, September 24 in the
Instead he will read a character Atwood Little Theatre. For nwre
sketch. "It's a short and funny -,in.fomwtion contact UPB at 2552205.
piece; I hope," he said.

Students have the opportunity to
display their writing skills during an
upcoming Halloween event The

,,ruesday, .September. 24, .1996
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REM's new release is l>Lmd and fo~le

I hate R.E.M. Make no mistake
aOOut it. I know I'm in the
minority on this one, and I don't
care. I haven't minded one or two
of their songs over the years, but as
a whole I view their body of work
with the same fear and loa~ng I
hold for nasty hangovers, Rocky
Mountain Oysters and aJI things
polyester. Their music is bland,
and lead singer Micheal Stipe
comes across so pompously in

interviews that I just want to reach
inside my television and smack
him.
It boggles my mind that this
band has become as big as it has.
If one of the so-called "college
bands" of the 80's was to become
monstrously huge, why couldn't it
have been the Replacement Lead
singer, Paul Westerberg, has more
song writing talent in his small toe
than Stipe could ever hope to have
even if he multiplied his limited
skills by infinity.
Wilh the depth of my hatred for
the band running so deep, one can
imagine my attitude as I placed
"New Adventures in Hi-Fi," the
band's latest gift to the nation, in
my CD player. I expected to
despise the album tremendously.
Not surprisingly, I did.
After discovering their guitarp:,wered roots on 1994's
"Monster," on the new release, the
band attempts to blend the softer
sounds of albums like "Out of

lime" and "Automatic For the
of the same preachy drivel the
People" (the aJbum's that made
band has be(.n churning out for
them kings of the rock world) with years. The pace of the song is as
the rougher feel of their earlier
slow as a sumo wrestler running a
work.
marathon and nothing of real
Many of the songs were
. substance is said. "New Test
recorded at sound checks on the
Leper," with its musings on Jesus,
band's last tour. Freeing
feels like a cheap imitation of John
themselves from the shackles of
Lennon's "God" without the
the recording studio did not help
lyrical punch.
much. In fact,
"E-Bowthe
Letter,"the
the approach
backfires
album's first
because
single.is
whereas many
garnering
of their albums
airpfa)'on
They just plod
have had a tune
stations ranging
along Q.iml.essly
or two that
fromTop40to
stuck in your
AORto
like some of the Modem
mind whether
Rock.
you wanted it
In fact,ifthe
disoriented
to or not ("End
band added a
of the World as
steel guitar,
We Know It,"
country stations
backfrom
"Finest Work
would jump on
Song," "Losing
it too. They're
downtown
My Religion"),
that big. With
there is not one
its sing-speak
Saturday night.
really catchy
vocals, itis
song here.
tolerable until
Stipc's vocals sound smothered
bassist Mike Mills chimes in with
(that may be the best thing about
his wretchedJy shrill backing
vocals. After that, it's like being
the record) and many of the songs
feel unfinished. They plod along
strapN<J to a chair while someone
aimlessly like some of the
scratches their nails down a
disoriented drunkards you see
chalkboard. The getting over
coming back from downtown on a
someone melodrama gets played
Saturday night.
out on "Leave," a song with an
Some of the songs sound more
intro that sounds like the Tijuana
rancid than others. "How the West
Brass on Prozac and then fades
Was Won and Where it Got Us,"
into an annoying buzzsaw riff
the aJbum 's first song, is just more
lifted straight from U2 of 2.ooropa.

drnnkards coming

on a

As a lyricist, Stipe ranks right
up there with Tiny 1im. Some
might think he's an eccentric
writer. I find him inane. Lines
about wanting to be the Easter
Bunny and a Christmas Tree do
nothing for a courting song like
"Be Mine." Anyone who can
actuaJly work "see ya, wouldn't
wanna be ya" into a song, as Stipe
does on the all-pumped-up-withnowhere-to-go rocker ''The Wakeup Bomb," deserves a special place
in the lyricisLs ha11 of shame. Even
if it is meant as a joke.
The album does have a couple
of tolerable moments. The
southern rock riff that penneates
"Binky the Doonnat" is the closest
the band has ever come to
acknowledging their Georgia roots.
"Departure" rides along on a riff
that holds up solidly. The song's
cross-country sweep makes it the
album's best To Stipe's credit, he
actually manages to work a
refe,rence to Rolling Stone politicaJ
writer William Greider into a
phrase (though only political
junkies like me may catch or
recognize it, or even care).
All in aJI, "New Adventures in
Hi-fi" is a bland and easily
forgettable album, but it will
probably wind up selling millions
of copies. It wasn't for nothing that
Warner Brothers p:,nied up $84
million to keep REM on the label
for six more albums. They're just
that huge and I still can't figure out
why.

• Not to us! We're going straight ahead for
treatments and cures for 40 neuromuscular diseases.

'MDR'
Muscular Dystrophy Association

Weavlng/Foil .... $35
With Amber or Maranel

1-800-572-1717

Corduroy Zipper Tops-

$ 23. 99
Short Sleeve Lodles Knit Tops- from

$13.99 & Up
Long Sleeve ladies Polyester Fashfon Tops-

starting al

$ 12. 99

• · Rage·15

Donn hosts evening of sex talk and pizza
by Tabitha Whissemore
Residence hall activities are taking on a
new twist.
Mitchell Hall residents were tieated to a

pizza feast and chatted about relationships
from the perspective of theopposite sex last
Wednesday and Thursday at a forum called
"Sex and Pizza.'-'

The main purpose of the activity, put
together by some of the Resident Advisors,
was for students to get together, ask questions
_about relationships, and eat a little pizza. The
RA's broke the ice by asking for answers to
some of their own dilemmas, while others

wrote down things they'd always wondered
about, but never asked.
Becky Lietzu, a Mitchell Hall RAs, knew
that a lot of students are drawn to ptograms
like Sex and Pizza.. Relationships is a subject
that interests students, she said. The idea for

the title came from Lictzu's hall director.

"At first, the students were apprehensive,"
Lietzu said. "But then they all started blurting
out questions."
Questions ranged from "Is it okay for the
girl to approach the guy?" to "What was thebest time you had with your significant
other?'' to "Do sex and love have to go
together?'
. Some surprising answers were given,
especially by"the men in the group.
One resJX>nse from the guys was that they
do like it when the girl asks them out. "
It gives us the upper-hand," one male
explained. 'They can't tum us down because
we're not the ones doing the asking."
When asked, "what is y0ur idea of the
~rfoct dater' One maJe resident shared his
idea of the parfect date. "I would have her
come over and set her down on the couch and
just look at her,"he said. 'That way I couldn't
screw it up by saying something stupid."
By the end of the evening of discussion

and pizza, students of both sexes
had a good idea of what
others expected from
relationships. They
'.also got a better
understanding
of the highs
and lows of
being in a
relationship.
I thought
it was a good
way for guys
and girls to get
together
and
find out what
people are really
thinking," Dana Weigle, a
freshman who attended the
forum, said.
Lietzu agreed students benefitted from the
program. "It got students talking. It got them

to learn a little about what the
opposite sex wants."
The program received
a positive response
from its audience
and participants.
Many expressed
a desire to
repeat
the
program
~
again.
According to
the RAs who
planned
the
evening, that was a
sign that ''Sex and
Pizza'' was a success. -

rBritish film, Trainspotting,' hits local theate~s
by Jason. Lethert
FILM REVIEWER

Every once and a while a movie
comes aJong that strikes you as
being a truly unique experience.
Love ft or hate it, "Trainspotting" is
one of those films.
After a lengthy and successful
run on the art house circuit,
''Trainspotting" (R) is creeping into
unsuspecting suburbs across the
country. The film is the second
entry from British director Danny
Boyle.
Boyle's first film, ''Shallow
Grave," a stylinsh cult thriller
ga¢.ered quite a following when
released to video. Boyle then
rejected the temptations of
Hollywood by turning . down the
opportunity to helm the big
budgeted "Alien 4:
The
Ressurection" to do the ultra cheap
''Ttainspotting."
Quite a distance to go to stay
close to your independent roots, and
now he'll really have Hollywood
after him. 'TrainsJX)tting" had the

highest ticket sales per movie
screen in the country for most of the
summer. That paved the way for the
~!m's journey to St. Cloud.

Boyle weaves s~ch a creative and
inventive visual style, it's no
wonder he•s become the hottest
young director around.

''Trainspotting" (a slang tcnn for
wasting time) follows the exploits
of four heroin addicts in Scotland.
1be central character is Renton,
played· by Ewen MacGregor, also
from "Shallow Grave." Renton
leads the quartet into a downwanl
spiral · of stealing, brawling, and
drugs.

''Trainspotting
couldn't
have
come at a more
relevant
time.
Several
high
profile
Every
entertainers
including singer
while movie
Shannon Hoon of
Blind Melon and
blockbuster movie
producer
Don
Simpson
have
truly
died of dru~
is
overdoses. Not to
unique
condemned.
mention
ictor
The film does
Robert Downey
experience.
show
the
Jr. 's recent highly
characters
publicized run ins
using drugs and gives you a sense with the police over drugs, heroin
of their aJtered perceptions. But to among them. These are merely the
automatically assume that the film latest in a long line of celebrity
promotes drug . use is a bit ill deaths and embarrassments, and
advised if not foolhanly.

When the foursome stumbles
upon a cache of smack, they decide
to sell it to a big time dealer and
split the profit. Like all doomed
plans, it sounds better than it
actually works. Their paranoia and
distrust, not to mention fear of
being caught or killed, begins to
unravel the whole deal.
Adapted from the novel and
play of the same name,
''Trainspotting examines the seedy
underbelly of Scotland in
disgustingly rich detail. If you've
talked to someone who's seen it,
you no doubt have heanl of the
infamous ''toilet scene."

As

There doesn't seem to be a heavy
handed agenda The film just _lays it
aJl out and lets the viewer make the
decision.

you

can guess, the

film
has
sparked quite
a bit of
controversy.
Needless to
say Bob Dole
won't
be
endorsing it.
But, I think
this
film
should
be
seen before it

once in a
a
comes along that
strikes you as
being a

To say the film glamorizes
heroin use is ridiculous. The
characters know full well the drug'.s
drawbacks - they just don't care.
In "Pulp Fiction" Quentin · They accept the detriments, and that
Tarantino wierded out audiences allows the viewer to see just how
with "needle play" when John far the drug pushes the characters.
Travolta
shot
up.
· In
''Trainspotting," Boyle one ups
If anything, ''Trainspotting"
Tarantino as Renton overdoses - comes off as an honest approach to
showing the view from inside the the issue - bluntly showing the good
syringe. Then we see how Renton and the bad consequences. With·
feels like he's sinking into the floor. that, the film establishes credibility.

herojn is increasingly the drug
associated with these occurences. It
looks like it's time for some straight
talk on the issue.
And that is what '"Trainspotting"
aims for. Yes, it shows the surreal
effects of the drug on the characters,
but it also shows what goes with it.
Overdoses, living in condemned
buildings, aids, jail, · rehab, and
toilets so gross you can almost ·
smell it through the movie screen.
And when it "is all wrapped up
together in a sharp narrative and
with the surehanded direction of
Boyle, the result is a riveting,
energetic film that will not fade
from memory anytime soon.

ra,nspo mg 1s ra
and currently playing at
Par1<wood8.

Junior
Steps

WHENYOU

RIDE DRUNK,
ONE MORE
FOR 111E ROAi)

Walking with
7th-8th-9th graders
in our Youth Ministry
Program

CANHAVEAN
ENTIRELY

Wednesday nights
7-8:30pm

DIFFERENI'
MEANING,
Alcohol quickly aff..;..s your
iUdgement, balance, and
coordination. Don't drink
and ride. Or your last
drink might be your last
drink.

lntersted?
Call Mike 251-3260

Christ
Church
Newman
center

w
+
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EDITORIAL

Saddam Hussein·
contributes to
Clinton campain
Saddam Hussein must be feeling preuy good fight about now. He
probably gets a big smile on his mustachioed face when election time
rolls around, knowing that he doesn't have to worry about things like
elections and he wields a great deaJ of influence over the upcon:iing
election in the United States, his enemy country.

Hussein wants Clinton to win another four years in office. Saddam is
no dummy; he knows that a Republican president coupled with a

Republican Congress might spell trouble for his tinpot dictatorship. He
probably realizes that if Bob Dole gets into office and de.cides to draw

another line in the sand, there will be no easy retreat. Evecyone
remembers what happened to George Bush after Saddam kept thumbing
his nose at the U.S. while the oil wells burned.
Under Clintbn, Saddam has had a much easier life. Remember the UN
"safe h~ven" in Northern Iraq that was supposed to be a refuge for the
Kurds? It has been a1most completely "liberated by the valiant efforts of
the Iraqi army," in Saddam's words. Clinton hasn't done much about it,
since his attention has been occupied elsewhere.
In gratitude for the sweet treatment, Saddam shot a few missiles at US
planes, which conveniently missed, and made some haughty anti•
American speeches. Ths aroused the patriotism of the general public, and
enabled Clinton to send a couple of carriers and some more troops over to
the Middle East to engage in live-ammunition war games. We also shot
44 cruise missiles at Iraqi defense sites. We didn't hit much, but we
messed up the scenic desert landscape, which probably taught Saddam a
good lesson. We also expanded the "no-fly zone" right up to the outskirts
of Baghdad, patrolling it with up to I00 air sorties a day on some days.
As a result of Hussein's actions, the U.S. military got to flex its
muscle, rattle some sabers and generally waste a few million dollars to
play war games and presumably scare the pants off the Iraqis. 1be
general public will eat it up and decide that maybe Clinton is a pretty
tough guy after all and deserves another round in the ring. Saddam will
gel to keep right on being the happy little despot we love to hate.
You've got to hand it to Saddam Hussein, he knows all about politics,
and he knows which buttons to push fo manipulate public opinion to his
owti ends. Even when the public belongs to another nation. Bill Clinton
must ~ jea1ous.

EDITORIAL

The debate about
debating Perot
Ross Perot is raising a stink.
Ths probably doesn't surprise many people. We're used to Perot
rocking the boat during electjon time. In many ·ways, that's become his
purpose in presidential races. It's what he's good at.
This latest stink involves the presidential debates, and whether the
RefonnParty's presidential nominee, whom "experts" have detetmiiled
does n0t stand a reasonable chance of winning, should be a part of the
debates. Bob Dole says ''no," President Clinton says ''yes."
Perot is taking legal action to force himself into the debates, because,
of course, he wants his voice heard.
Since people will _be ice-skating in Hell the day Perot becomes
President of U,e United States, the argument, "Well, he COl!ld still win," is
a non-issue. He will not win this election. Then again, there are a lot of
other candidates out there, from the Libertarian party and the Green Party,
for instance. Should they be invited to debate with Dote and Clinton?
If all presidential candidates were eligible to debate each other, the
events would tum into a surreal version of"Crossfire."There would be
bedlam.
Candidates should not be included in the major debates just to prove a
philosophical point. They should be there to prove why they should be
elected president, and frankly, only those who stand a chance should be a
part of it.
Is it fair? No, not really. Is it truly democratic? Not like the Ancient
Greeks, no. However, as we all should know by now, this country is not a
pure democracy.

STAFF OPINION
MONICA ERION, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Life's simple pleasures
soothe troubled souls
As I sit around and listen to
students complain about
homework.jobs and significant (or
insignificant) others, I
wonder if people take
enough time to enjoy
the smaller pleasijres
life has to offer.
Certainly life can
be difficull, but being
a college student can
be an enlightening and
yer-:happy
expenence.
Take time to lose
yourself watching and
listening to th~e around you. You
will find something worth
chuckling about around every
comer. I offer a few cases in point..
Recently, I sat in front of
Stewart Hall and watched a couple
of students play tiackey sack. One
of the students had on pants that
were at least three sizes too big. I
wondered if the student•~ choice of
attire was meant to let others see
his Fruit of the Looms, or to show
off the balloon pant aerobic_
dance.
Decked out in hip-held pants,
the student repeatedly perfonned
the hands-to-hips, grab-the-pants,
hands-at-love handles-and-kick
_move. It was a masterful
perfonnance. I gave it a nine for
originality.
Sometimes the criteria
professors set up for their cl.asses
makes me lfillgh. Earlier in the
quarter, I watched as people
crowded the front hallway of
Stewart Hall. A few billion
students lined up to find their
name on the road map for precious
attendance points. More amusing
was the suggestion to use whiteout on the grid. Teaching assistant:S

probably cringe at the very
Once I arrive home, my
thought.
roommates and neighbors
(ampus is not the only place
entertain me.
where the everyday
Last weekend, one of my
happenings o( life
rooinmates received a bra in the
mail. There was n·o return address
amuse me.
on the package. There was no note
It happens on the
ride home from
in the package. It was just a bra.
He does not know who sent it, but
campus. A couple of
nights ago, I took the
presumes it was one of his friends.
Sundowner home. At
The neighbors are great for a
few laughs. The woman
one of the stops, the
passenger getting off
downstairs has a slight hearing
told the driver there
problem. When she turns on her
was a panel flapping in television, the sound is so loud
the wind on the side of that our floor vibrates. If we are
the bus. The driver got off the bus, watching the same channel on our
checked it out, and sure enough, a
television set, all we have to do is
tum our volume off and listen to
panel to a compartment on the
back of the bus would not close.
her set. If the phone rings and the
· television is on in her apartment,
He radioed maintenance. The
reply: ''Got any
she cannot
tape?"
hear it. We go
Bus drivers
downstairs
have amused me
and pound on
with stOJ"ies and
the door to
jokes.
Sometimes
their actions can
been ringing
., make you forget
for the past
five minutes.
you are in
college.
No matter
Last spring, I
what is going
was riding the
onina
bus when
person's life,
suddenly the
there are
driver came to a
a1waysother
soul
near halt on the
people around
University
to make the
Bridge. The driver pointed and
iMer soul chuckle. Open your
eyes and see what other people are
told us where to find a peregrine
falcon in a tree by Munsinger
doing to amuse you.
Gardens. As the driver pointed and
You do not have to laugh
spoke, passengers leaned and
outwardly. Let yourself be amused
pressed their faces against the
by the littJe pleasures set out for
window on the left side of the bus. you. Who knows? The person next
It was like talcing a field trip to the to you might be picking their nose
zoo in the fifth grade.
as you read this.

No matter what is :~: :;::,~•~as
gvingonina
person's life, there
are always other
people around to
make the inner
chuckle.

• •
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Dole's drivel takes
a dive with voters
Election day is rapidly approaching, and both presidential candidates
are shifting their campaigns into high gear. Bob Dole, who's trailing
anywhere from 15 to 20 (XJints depending on what poll you listen to, is
scrambling to make a dent in President Clinton's lead. Back in '94, after
the Republicans took control of congress, GOP insiders brazenly
expressed their beliefs that their nominee would
most assuredly have a cake walk to the
MEDIA
Whitehouse.
MEol'L\TIONS
Such cocky bravado has evaporated as quickly
as Dole's popularity in recent months. The
turnaround has been dramatic. I'd like to look at a
few possible reasons why.
1be first hard knock came when Newt
Gingrich was anointed speaker of the house.
Newly effectively became the spokesman for the
party, and the Republicans learned a hard lesson.
Georgia may love Newt, but the more the rest of
us were exposed to his ideas, the more we dislike
him. Jus1 check the polls.
The longer he kept his high profile, the worse .•
BY]ASON
ii got for him. The party fina11y roped him in, but
lEnrnRT
I imagine that was tough. Newty has never-met
an interview he didn't like. General opinion of the
GOP's declining was the first step on Dole's downward spiral. He can't
blame it aJI on Newty. Dole's had his own share of missteps. The
infamous "bash Hollywood" speech comes 10 mind.
In one of the first major example of his ideas, Jie ripped several high
profile films as "nightmares of depravity." I won't even argue for or
against that - he hadn't even seen the films he was so vigorously
attacking. Not to mention, among the films he praised were "Die Hard"
and "True Lies," which I liked. But to call them "family films" simply
not to alienate Hollywood Republicans Bruce Willis arid Arnold
Schwarzenegger is a pretty hypocritical and self serving way to start a
campai_gn.
Dole felt fine blaming Hollywood for America's moral downfall, yet
when he was senate majority leader, the Republicans slashed funding for
public broadcasting, virtually the only place where you can find
consistent, quality programming without sex or violence. Dole is big on
complaining, but OOwn on being part of the solution.
When the GOP convention took place in San Diego, Jack Kemp
joining the ticket as vice presidentiaJ candidate was supposed to be a
turning point in the campaign. In retrospect, hailing Kemp, a man in his
sixties, as a symbol of youth on the ticket seemed, well... weird to say the
least. Dole jumped in the polls and was on a comeback. As soon as Kemp
could recant on deeply held convictions regarding affinnative action and
other social issues, the numbers fell again. What was the point in picking
Kemp if his broad appeaJ is stifled by such a demand of unity that
dissenting opinions will not be tolerated?
I have an interesting perspective on the campaign from a high ranking
Republican in the Minnesota state legislature. He said he'd rather see
Elizabeth Dole as the candidate than Bob. This from Republican! He
may have a point. Elizabeth served as secretary of transportation under
George'Bush, among her other credentials • not to mention her political
savvy.
That brings me to my next point. If Bob Dole is elected, our country
will miss out on a great opportunity. Liddy Dole would be one of the
most politically adept first ladies in the history of the country. All that
talent and ability will be virtually wasted, as the right wing core of the
Republican party has such hate and malice toward Hillary Rodham
Clinton. Dole has had to go out of hls way to assure his supporters that
they won't have another Hillary on their hands. Dole wonders why he has•
a gender gap with Clinton. By the way, the name "Hillary" is now offi~ial
GOP code for "bitch."
Now let's look at the center of his policy'proposals: the almighty tax
cut. Everyone knows that tax cuts are the best way to appeal to the most
basic voters' emotions. Everyone wants less money taken out of their
·
paycheck. Dole's insistence on a far-reaching tax cut after making such a
big deal over the balanced budget and the deficit has jaded voters on the
issue. The Republicans, under Dole and Gingrich shut down the
government repeatedly just to pass the balanced budget amendment.
If they would have succeeded with the balanced budget amendment,
Dole would never be able to pass this theoretical tax cut. Almost no one
but Kemp believes Dole can implement this tax cut and continue
·
Clinton's trend of cutting the deficit. To keep his budget balanced with
the tax cut, cutting the deficit would have to be scrapped. In fact, many
question whether Dole can evep deliver on the tax cut without ballooning
the deficit. Regardless of party affiliation, people are disputing Dole's
numbers.
Why has Dole continued to trail in the polls, d.espite all his attempts to
do otherwise? I think the American people have gotten to know Bob
Dole. And they don't like what they see. It doesn't help when people talk
in the third person. Just ask Jason Lethert. Jason Leibert hated. it back
'
when Herschel Walker did that.

fa

Disc golf courses need help
With SCSU back in se$i0n, we would like to take this opportunity to inform the recreational college disc
golfers that both Riverside and CaJvary Hill disc golf coorses need your help.
We need all disc golfers to help keep the courses clean by not littering and putting trash in buckets at
designated holes.
We are also asking for volunteers to help us with course development at CaJvary Hill, Oct. 11 - 13. The most
important thing to remember is that this program recently lost a big part of the foundation in these programs.
Mark Smith passed away, and he worked many long hours with me in making sure the course was of high
quality and cared for correctly. II has been hours of volunteer work that make it all happen. Please be respectful
when you play.
Finally, with all the students playing, it boggles my mind that there are no committed ultimate frisbee
players. Every major college in Minnesota has a collegiate team. I challenge the student body to get co-ed
ultimate going, and build a program that will compete at the college !eVel. St John's, UMD, Winona State and
Carleton are just a few schools who have the ultimate spirit. H your fraternity or sorority is looking to get
involved with community projects, disc golf is a great way. Please contact the park office or the St. Cloud Disc
Sports Club for more infonnation.

Tim Mackey
St. Cloud Disc Sports Club

a

Letter Policy
All letters must include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major (if applicable)
Phone number
Signature
Please keep letters under 500 words.
We reserve the right to edit for length, grammar and syntax.
Form letters will not be accepted.
Please type or print clearly.
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Classifieds

Dishwasher, microwave, NC. Dan,

Housing

255-9163.

1-BDRM. APT.
$360-$380/month. Basic utilities
included. Available now. Located
on bus line. Parking included.

255-9262.

A Group of 3 or 47
Large apt. complete with large
rooms. Close to campus. $205·
$22CVmonth. Heat included.

255-9262
2-BDRM. APT.

$415-$435/month. Avail. Sept. 15.
Heat, water, garbage, off-street
parking included. On campus
clipper bus line. 255-9262.
4-BDRM. APT.
Close to campus. om, NC, large
rooms, 2 baths. Individual leases.

$220/mo. per 1)€rson. 255-9262.
1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Off.
street parking, $15. 259-4841 .
$199MONTH.
Private rooms in two bath-apts.
Across from U-Pik-Kwik. Quiet,
well-managed bldg. Sub-lease
s~uations. $ saving opportunity.
Below market rent, low deposit.
259-0977.
$205/MONTH.
4-bdrm. apt. Individual leases.

Wal~ng distance 10 SCSU.
255-9262.
71 0 APTS.
~:e•bd:d apt.win~;o,

a~~!~~~

APTS.,

efficiencies,. four-bedroom.

Well

managed! Laundry, tanning beds,
ample parldng. Call now!! 251-

1814.
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Policies:
Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, fpr the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices

are per issue.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with Universily Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be·prepaid unless an established credit exists.

Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,

during nonn·a1 business bollfS.

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
Large, non-smoking, two-bdrm. apt.
Laundry, microwaves, reseNed offstreei parking. Newly remodeled,

mustsee. $460. Call251-0029. No
answer, leave message.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
One-bdrm. apts. near Coborn's,
downtown. Available now and 10/1.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.

Two-bdnn. apts. SE St. Cloud on
bus line. $360-$450. Heat paid.

Dan, 255-9163.
CAMPUS MANAGEMENT.
Efficiencies, four-bdrm. apts. Finest
facilities, reasonable rates! 251·

winter quarter. Near hockey center.

the older student. Utilities included.

Dan, 255-9163.

706-6th Ave. S., 252-9226.

FALIJWINTER HOUSING.
One, two, and three-bdrm. apts.
Singles/doubles. Dan, 255-9163.
FEMALE WANTED.
Private room, six-bdrm. house on

61h. Heat paid. 251-6005.
FOUR-BDRM. APARTMENT.
Heat, cable and electric paid. New
carpet, laundry and parking
available. Campus close. 251·
6005, 253-4042.
HOUSING.

1814.

Dan, 255-9163.

COLLEGIATEVIEW APTS.
Two-bdrm. apts. available now and

LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and A1C for

LIKE NEW
four-bedroom apt. near campus.
Two baths, new carpet, paint, NC,
microwave. Individual leases. Heat
paid. 253-1320.
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING.
Live at SCSU's best off-campus
student
housing
complex.
Whirlpool, heated parking (if
available), new carpet, and on sight
caretakers. Located across from
Halenbeck Hall. One male and one
female room available either for
immediate occupancy or for winter

and spring quarter. Call (320) 2400234.

·

Close to

campus and bars. Call 259-9319.
ONE OR TWO-BDRM APT.
in house. No pets. 253-5340.

Open for

business

1

PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. close to campus
for summer and fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave, AIC, miniblinds, laundry.
Yearly rates
available. Campus Quarters, 575

Seventh St. S. 252-9226.
ROOM IN HOUSE FOR RENT.
Very
nice!
Male/female,

$210/month.

Phone, 267-3291,

Greg.
It's your brain,
Incredibly malleable.
Infinitel_yversatile:
Awesomely inventive.
At Andersen Consulting,
we want to keep it th at
way. So we challenge it
with a stimulating variety
of assignments. Develop
it with an i\Verage of over
170 hours of advanced
training per year. Reward it
with advancement. And
support it with the resources
over 40,000 professionals operating
across 47 countries. At Andersen
Cons}1lting, we always
kee~ you in mind.

SINGLE ROOMS
Individual leases.
Close to campus.
•Off street parking.

'AVAIL NOW.
$205-$220/mo.
•Large rooms.
•Heat included.

'255-9262.
SINGLE ROOMS.
MaleJ1emale. Eight great locations.
Quality living. Dan, 255-9163.
SUBLEASES.
Male/female, single/double in
houses. Great locations, quality
living, free parking. Dan, 255:-9163.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
VACANCY
for males and females in three and
four bedroom apts. and house.

Heat paid, parking, ~undry, campus
close. Quie't and clean, E.P.M. 251·

6005.

To Learn more about Andersen Consulting,
join us for our information session on Wednesday, October 2, at
7: 00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in the St. Croix Room of Atwood Center.

VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
on 5th Ave. Housing for women.
$220 p€r month. Parking available.

Gall 202-9686 or 968-7137. Ask for
Tony.

AID 2HELP.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
over $6 billion in public and private
sector grants and scholarships is
now available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For more info.
call: (800) 263-6495 ext. F56815.
FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000.
Credit Card fund raisers for
fraternities, sororities and groups.
Any campus organization can raise

up to $1000 by earning a whopping

ONE-BDRM.

Complete~ remodeled.

Attention
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!! No repayments,
ever!!! $$$ Cash for college $$$.
For info: (800) 243-2435 or (800)

$5/VISA appl<ation. Call (800)
932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive free t-shirt.
GOV'T FORECLOSED
homes for pennies on $1.
Delinquent tax. repo's, reo's. Your
area. Toll 1ree, (800) 898-9TT8 ext
H-3883 for current listings.
NEW STUDENTS:
Minnesota law requires you to tum
in immunization infonnation during
your first quarter. Forms available at
Health Services, Hill Hall. For more
information, 255-4855.
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Professional. 240-2355.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadl!lacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free,

(800) 898-9778 ext. A-3883 lor
current listings.
SKATERS:
Are you an eligible skater age 19 or
under as of July 1, 1996? Join the
SCFSC precision team fjunior level
competition). Call Heidi, 240-0969
or 202-0911 for more information.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
From $399. (800) 395-4896.
. TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.

251-7270, 9 l'.ll<on SE. Special on

Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,

$5. All other weekdays, $6.
TYPING.
Efficient service, reasonable rates,

fle~ble hours. Call Alice, 251-7001.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous, will
work with you to determine a
shooting schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans. Specializing in
candids before, during and aftef the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
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Two photographers to make sure
that every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
infonnation, call Paul at 654-8501.

employment available.
No
experience necessary. For more
information call (206) 971-3550 ext.
C56816.

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help an<I hope, call: St. Cloud

DRINKING MONEY!!
Now that we have your attention,
are you looking for extra income?
Looking for five people to help
expansion in St. Cloud area. No
experience necessary. Call for your
appt. 259-6900.

Supreme Being. God manifests
himsett info the H~ Spirit an<I
Jesus. The Ho~ Spirit gr,es us
ltte (Tn 6:63) and the power to be
witnesses to non-Christians
(Acts 1:8). The Holy Spirit
created Jesus in Mary's womb
(MT 1:18). The Ho~ Spiri1 and
Jesus are not separate from
God, they are God in human and
PRIVATE DAYCARE
spiri1 forms. "Then you will know·
seeking assistants. Approximately thy truth" and the truth shall set
12+ hours a week. $6/hr. Pa1, 259- • you free, (JN:2).
6178 ·
JESUS AND SATAN
RESIDENTIAL CARE
are pretend. Being able io
COUNSELORS.
accept for heaven the spending
Looking for a challenge? We have a of an eternity in the company of
job for you. Looking for people an infinite torturer god (Jesus)
interested in working with disabled reflects the character of the
adults. Valuable experience for believer in such a "heaven."
social work, psychology and Only the most evil people could
medical students. If interested call think of such a place as being
654-1420 during regular business heaven. A woman was attacked
hours M-F. Starting wage of in broad daylight in Central Park.
$6.50/hr. Various. hours are Even though people were there
available.
and heard her, no one helped.
The Christian all-powerful god
was there too ·and did nothing to
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
needed. Route and/or activity trip help. Those who did not help
drivers wanted. Training provided. were just imitating the Christian
$Mir. starting. Guardiah School Bus god. At least the people who did
not help had the excuse of
Company. 259-8225.
fearing for their own lives,)but
there is no excuse for the
SPRING BREAK '97
Skeptically
Sell trips, earn cash & go free. STS Christian god.
is hiring campus reps/group question everything. Atheism is
organizers to promote trips to true.
Cancun, Jamaica, and Florida. Call
NAME A STAR.
(800) 648-4849 for information on
joining America's #1 student tour #1 gift for someone special. $33.
Star Registry. (800) 500-3128
operator.
(24hrs).

Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hour

hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St, Suite 205, St. Cloud.

Employment
911_
Need help in a hurry. International
company seeks three-five motivated
individuals who want to get ahead

instead ol just getting by. High
income potential. Call for an appt.
259-6900.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE

typing. Part time. At home. Toll
frae, (800) 898-9TT8 ext. T-3883 for
!~tings.
$1,000'5 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 898-9TT8 ext. R3883 for listings.
$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulais. For
info. call (301) 308-1207.
ACCEPTING •APPLICATIONS
for froot desk/nigh1 auditor. Apply in
persoo. Days Inn, 420 SE Hwy. 10.
Students/others encouraged to
app~.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Students Needed! Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3000-$6000+ per
month.
Room and board!
Transportation! Male or female. No
experience necessary. Call (206)
971-3510 ext. A56814.
ATTENTION EVERYONE!
- E { !m $500-to $1500 weekly wor1<ing
from homeloorm! No experience
necessary! Set your own hours!
Serious individua~ call TOLL FREE
(800) 567-6232.
BABYSITTERS WANTED.
Off-campus. Call 259-5688.
BECOME FINANCIALLY
INDEPENDENT
wih fast-growing gold marketing
company. We will help you build
wealth. No risk. 253-7504.
BEST JOB OPPORTUNITY
in town! $285-$475.weekfy. St.
Cloud company has several
openings, full and part time-. Gall
251-1752.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING.
Earn up to $2000+/month on cruise
ships or land tour companies. Wo~d
travel.
Seasonal & full-time

u

PREGNANCY

1ES11NG.

DRIVER ASSISTANTS NEEDED
for special needs buses. Hours:
6:45-8:45 a.m. and 2:00-4:15 p.m.
School days wage: $6.50 per hour.
Call Spanier Bus Service for more
information. 251-3313.
FREE TRIPS & CASH.
Find out how hundreds of student
representatives are already earning
free· trips and lots of cash with
America's -#1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
Campus manager positions also
available. Call now! Take a Break
Studenf Travel (800) 95-BREAK!
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. R40, P.O. Box
1TT9, Denham Springs, LA 70727.
GREAT PAY,
great experience, great place to
work. The St. Cloud Hospital has a
variety of posmons that may In your
school schedule.
We seek
responsible individuals who have
worked in culturally diverse
environments. Check our weekly
job posting at SCSU's Stude'nt
Employment
office,
#101
Administratkln, or call the St Cloud
Hospital job line and request an
application at #255-5650. A great
oppo,:tunity awaits . you! EOE-_
drug/alcohol screen. Smoke-free
environment.
HELP WANTED.
Theater majors. Make money
performing humorous skits for
audiences. Part-time, flexible hours.
Good pay. Training and costumes
provided. 252-1012.

NOW HIRING:
Part-time school bus drivers. Hours:
6:40-8:20 a.m. and 2:00-4:20 p.m.,
M-F. No experience necessary.
Paid Training and Licensing
pro~ded. Wage: $8-$10 per hour
(4 hr. minimum paid). Call Spanier
Bus Service 251-3313, for more
information.

OPEN 7 DAYS: Mon.-Fri. 8:308:00, Sat. 8:30-5:00, Sun. 10:00-4:00
WE'LL MEET OR BEAT
ANY ADVERTISED PRICE

252-6582 • 253-1227
805 W. St. Germain, Downtown St. Cloud

am::I -

"PROFESSING TO BE WISE,
they became fools." (Romans 1:22).

For Sale
MINOLTAX-700CAMERA
wi1h flash an<! lens. $225. 253-7835.
TWO END TABLES.
Excellent condition. $15 for pair.
Tan couch. Great condition. $40.
Gall 240-0443.

Notices
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
new meeting time. Starting Sept
11, AA will meet at 3:00 on
Thursdays. For further info. call
Cheryl at 656-1TT5 or JoAnne a1

USED FURNITURE.
Reasonably pr'ced. 654-0546.

255-4850.

Personal.,

MODELS/ACTOR/ENTERTAINER
needed! Males and females ages 075+. All s~es, all talenfs. To app~,
bring a recenf snapshot to Kinkos
klwerlevel, 2115th ave. S., Sept. 26
or Sept. 30., 7 p.m. GaH to reserve
your spot!! (320 )251-0101.

ALL CLASSES
need notetakers! Receive volunteer
credit for taking notes in one of your
own classes. For more on this
exciting opportunity to enhance your
resume, stop by Studenf Disability
Service in Atwood 8105, drcall 2554080.

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at
national parks, forests & wildlife
preserves. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! Call: (206) 971-3620 ext.
N56814.

CHRIST AND SATAN ARE REAL
To use God . and angels
interchangeably confuses
The Creator with creation.
God created the angels (Ps
148:2,5) to serve him, the

BLOOD DONORS
urgently need.ed!! Red Cross
Bk>odmobile ~ at 1204 South 7th
Street every Friday from 9:00 a.m.
until 2:00 p.m. Phone 251-7641.
Walk-ins welcome.
DOLLAR SAVERS ARE HERE!
Stop in Delta Sigma Pfs office in
Atwood 119A for more information.
SCSU STUDENTS
interested in prelaw are invited to
attend and bring your questions to a
meeting of SCSU students

-

.EXP IRES 10·30·96

interested in prelaw.
SCSU
Coordinating Prelaw Dr. Steve
Frank will oover the following 1opics
Tuesday, Ociober 1 in Stewart 308:
what do lawyers do, what is law
school· like and how should a
student prepare for law school? The
SCSU Prelaw Association meets
Tuesdays at 10 a.m. in the Atwood
MissisSippi Room. Prelaw students
are asked to read the Prelaw at
SCSU
web
page
at:
httpJmGGER.STCLOUD.MSUS.E
DU/-T00001/.
STUDENTS
planning to graduate fall quarter,
1996, should submit their
application for graduation to the
Office of Records an<I Registration
(AS-120) by Monday, September
30, 1996.
UNIVERSITY SPORTS BAND
has started. Rehearsals are
Wednesday -and Thursday from
4:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m. in PAC 127.
Everyone is welcome to attend.

$100 CASH BACK

FROM CELLULAR 2000. See Store For Details

Read,
React,
Write.
255 4086

~ATc.T

e100·

HANDHELD
Includes

,!!,!~,.

NEW PAGERS

s299s ~. . ·
Se.,usforcompletedetails.

Otherrestrltlionsm•yapply.

A$119.00YALUE

:'.!i w■ra:=■~!~
SHmn"•
ST. CLOUD

327 Fitlh Awe. South
2:i2-7770

"Simply A Better Deal"

113 South Waite Ave.
252-8889

SAUK RAPIDS
110 First Street South
202-8275

~

,V J/.~

WAITE PARK

Aulhoriied Ar;cnt For

fJellufar200CE
• New .:twalionsonty. Sooject locredlchetk¥"3~,1. One ~•toltlacl relµl!don iln Wo\'ed ri!elQn. fee wil be
cllir'1Cd for e.tycri;eblxin. Olhef reslrictimm1yapply. See store lor del,ils

· Tuesday, September 24, 1996
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Rria Communlcations
WHAT is Aria?
R cr.e atiue d ire·ct marke ,ting company specializing in p·e rs·onal
commurtii:ations with ou:r clients' customers. We work with nonprofit and · for~profit organizations nationally!
.
WHERE?
Conuenienfdouintown loc·ation, close to campus and fight on the busline.
WHY choose Aria?
fleKlble schedulino and early euening shifts
*. carlnq and suppol'1:iu·e management team
·
·No cOltl calling
·
ffiise w_a qe' plDs incentlues based on .lllLY.[ performance
.
·
eKnerienl:e personal and professionaT!'frowth in our fun call center - learn from
the best!
·
·
·
paid orientation and trainin_q
.
.
·
·
.1
competi_tiue benefits includihg 401 K; referral programs and our Earning and
Learning Program
.
WHEN?
Hiring Now! Man!.i'openings still auailable. If !IOU are looking for what we haue to
offel'; and possesl a winnrng attitude with gre~t communicanon skills contact us!
,
HOW?
can·us to start your application process and schedule a t e Ie phone int e rui e w:
0

*·
· **
*
**

.

2 5 9 - 5 2 0 6.

.

If yoa'N - doing" too :roacp foot Wot~ or -doing" a. lo-ve/bate
tb1ng wltli- yoar car, Do 'fbc BUS ... 111shadt \>le~ ap yoar Metro
,Bas Qaarter -Pass for $18 at tbe Atwood Main Des'½. It's good for
anli:rlllted tides on tbe Campas Clipper or tbe entire Metro Bas system! Sooo - Don't wear oat ydat feet. waste yoar ca r or pat ap witb
par~ing problems. ~Do 'fbc BUS" 111shad - Jlll o-vcr townt
B.oate scbedalcs and ecaa:rte:r passes a-vallable at Atwood .Ma.ill Des~.

Atf I iHIIIIIS

For more information, call 251 -RIDE

. Wfiatc"\tCI" yoa do ... Do tfic

nus ...

(

I:nstcad.

